We are delighted to launch our NEW
and exclusive Paddington collection of
homewares.
Three new ranges, On-The-Go, Breakfast
and Baking are all inspired by the original
Michael Bond character reflecting the
original Peggy Fortnum artwork used to
illustrate the original books. Paddington
since 1958 celebrates over 60 years,
rekindling fond memories for consumers
across the decades.

Paddington’s longevity has been recently
reinvigorated with the Paddington films
and soon to be screened Paddington TV
series making Paddington even more
relevant for consumers today.
The Paddington products are designed for
gifting, collecting and practical everyday
use and are stylish and cute enough for
both adults and children alike.
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Paddington Reusable Food Wrap
Perfect for bears on-the-go
Driven by consumer demand, the UK market is seeing a growing trend in ‘Sustainable Living’
products. Paddington Food Wraps are a natural alternative to plastic wrap for food storage. From
start to finish; close attention is paid to the ingredients and materials used throughout the entire
production process. The wraps are reusable, biodegradable and compostable.

PADDINGTON
ASSORTED WRAPS
Each pack comes with a small,
medium and large wrap, allowing
customers to experiment with the
wraps and determine which sizes
work best in their own kitchens.

PB0001

WASHABLE

REUSABLE

BIODEGRADABLE

Ingredients
Global Organic Textile Standard-certified organic
cotton. Beeswax. Organic jojoba oil. Tree resin.
Use
Wraps should last about a year with use a few
times per week. It is not recommended for raw
meat. Keep the wraps away from heat sources
such as hot water, ovens, dishwashers and
microwaves. The wraps are biodegradable
and compostable.
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PADDINGTON SANDWICH WRAP
The 13-by-13 inch sandwich wraps include a Vermont-crafted hardwood ‘Paddington’ toggle and
piece of hemp twine for bundling up a meal on the go; after you unfold your marmalade sandwich,
the wrap doubles as a placemat. A treat for lunch-box-toting tots and grown-ups alike, the sandwich
wraps prove especially popular during the back-to-school months.

PB0003

PADDINGTON
BREAD WRAP
Single, 17” x 23” Our largest
wrap. Very popular for storing
fresh bread and large enough
to cover a casserole.

PB0004

Exclusively manufactured by
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Paddington Ziptuck Reusable Storage Bags
Perfect for bears on-the-go
When your little one demands the tub of Lego mixed with puzzle pieces, mixed with Barbie’s
shoe collection and topped off with sticky M+M’s? We’ve got you covered. These reusable and
washable storage bags just took the mess out of snacking and travelling.
• Reusable food-safe storage bags available in multiple sizes
• Leak-proof, air-tight “lock” seal design
• Gusseted bags stand upright for everyday use and storage needs
• BPA free

PADDINGTON ZIPTUCK SANDWICH BAGS
Organize the chaos – or just pack a snack for the road. These
sustainable storage bags are built for bundling every bit (or bite)
you want to keep close at hand and tidy, too. Stow, seal, and
wash them to your heart’s content. Label and wipe clean with
a dry erase marker. From travel and household essentials to
recipes and pantry storage, these bags go the distance.
Set includes 2 x Sandwich Bags - 20.8cm x 20.3cm x 0.40cm.

PB0010
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PADDINGTON ZIPTUCK LUNCH SET
1 x Sandwich Bag - 20.8cm x 20.3cm x 0.40cm.
1 x Snack Bag - 17.7cm x 11.8cm x 7cm.

PB0008

PADDINGTON
ZIPTUCK SNACK BAGS
Set includes 2 x Snack Bags.
17.7cm x 11.8cm x 7cm.

PB0009

Exclusively manufactured by
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Paddington Reusable Pop-Up Cup

Exclusively manufactured by

Perfect for bears on-the-go
“pokito™ pop up cups are the perfect reusable solution for drinks “on-the-go”. pokito™ is
ultra-portable holding up to 475ml of hot or cold drinks and scrunching down to 5.4cm. It’s so
compact it won’t clutter your bag, briefcase or glove compartment. It expands into three sizes
(Grande, Medio or Espresso) so you can enjoy your drink just the way you like it!
pokito cup branding Aug 4/16

With exclusive Paddington branding pokito™ is a practical alternative to throwaway paper cups.
It’s the most stable collapsible cup on the market and it’s super easy to use: there are no fiddly
fixings or attachments. Simply pop up pokito™ and get ready to enjoy your drink.”

PADDINGTON POKITO - RED

PADDINGTON POKITO - BLUE

Reusable Pop-up Cup - Max 475ml

Reusable Pop-up Cup - Max 475ml

PB0006

PB0007

tough and insulated

portable

strong and stable

resizeable

eco-friendly

easy clean

leak proof

safe

built-in heat protection

tough to topple - tested for 5000 uses

built to last, readily recyclable

screw down, click shut to seal
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scrunch down and pop in your bag

three drinking sizes in one cup

dishwasher - safe. just wash and go

no BPAs, lifelong anti-microbial

Breakfast with Paddington
Marmalade for breakfast every morning & honey on Sunday
Our best selling egg cups have had a Paddington makeover! Made from durable powdercoated steel, they’re built to last. The vintage style egg bucket comes complete with a stainless
steel handle making them a great addition to any kitchen table. The packaging provides a gift
focused presentation and we have removed all plastic packaging from this range to deliver a
more sustainable product range with recycleable packaging.

PADDINGTON EGG CUP PAILS

PADDINGTON EGG CUP PAILS

Cream - Set of 4

Yellow - Set of 4

PB0017

PB0018

PADDINGTON BREAKFAST BOARD
The Paddington Breakfast Board makes a fabulous and unique
gift. Designed to make mornings a little bit better to wake up
to, this gorgeous board is the best way to serve your boiled
eggs and soldiers. Made from beech wood. 20cm diameter.

PB0016
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Baking with Paddington
Every family needs a pinch of chaos
This fun range of Paddington baking accessories has been stylishly designed so both adults
and children can enjoy home baking together. Complimentary designs of Tabard, Mini Apron
and Adult size make perfect party gifts, the quality fabrics used ensure these products can be
used daily and either washed or wiped down for good clean baking fun.

PADDINGTON KIDS PVC TABARD
This beautifully illustrated Paddington double-sided
tabard is perfect for 3-5 year olds who love baking,
painting or generally making a mess! Made from cotton
with a PVC coating makes it is easy to wipe clean.

PB0021

PADDINGTON KIDS APRON
This beautiful kids apron featuring Paddington illustrations
has an adjustable neck strap and ties at the back for the
perfect fit, plus a handy large front pocket. 100% cotton and
machine washable. Perfect for ages 3-5 years. 65cm x 55cm.

PB0020
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PADDINGTON ADULT APRON
This beautiful apron featuring Paddington illustrations has an
adjustable neck strap and ties at the back for the perfect fit,
plus a handy large front pocket for your phone or utensils.
100% cotton and machine washable. 94cm x 74cm.

PB0019
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Baking with Paddington
Every family needs a pinch of chaos
Peggy Fortnum Paddington illustrations adorn our Baking Spatula’s which are supplied as a set
of two, one large size, in white, pink or blue and one mini size with a charming polka dot design.
Our sixty two piece Bake and Take Gift set is a gift box in itself complete with recipe and the
components to bake away a wet weekend or use throughout summer holidays.

PADDINGTON ENGRAVED ROLLING PIN
Beautiful beech wood rolling pin with engraved Paddington design.
It perfectly embosses your cookies, pies and fondant. 26cm x 4cm.
Hand wash only and dry thoroughly.

PB0013

PADDINGTON BAKING SPATULAS
Made from beech wood with a silicone head.
3 different Paddington designs. Dishwasher safe.
Free display tin with first order but must
be ordered separately.

SE T OF 12 SPAT UL A S - PB0014
DISPL AY T IN - PB T IN001
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PADDINGTON BAKE & TAKE 62 PCS GIFT SET
Gift set includes 24 gift bags, gift ribbon, 24 Paddington gift
tags, 2 decorating nozzles, 6 icing bags, coupler and 4 cookie
cutters - Paddington, Sandwich, London Bus & Suitcase.
Orange flavoured biscuits recipe included.

PB0015
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ORDER
CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PK
QTY

TRADE
PRICE

SRP

BARCODE

ON-THE-GO WITH PADDINGTON
PB0001

Paddington Bear Set of 3 Assorted Beeswrap

3

£9.98

£24.95

5055361592478

PB0003

Paddington Bear Sandwich Beeswrap

6

£6.38

£15.95

5055361592492

PB0004

Paddington Bear Bread Beeswrap

3

£7.98

£19.95

5055361592508

PB0006

Paddington Bear Collapsible Travel Cup - Red

10

£6.38

£15.95

5055361592454

PB0007

Paddington Bear Collapsible Travel Cup - Navy Blue

10

£6.38

£15.95

5055361592461

PB0008

Paddington Bear Zip Bags Set 2 Lunch

6

£3.98

£9.95

5055361592423

PB0009

Paddington Bear Zip Bags 2 Snack

6

£3.58

£8.95

5055361592430

PB0010

Paddington Bear Zip Bags Set of 2 Sandwich

12

£3.98

£9.95

5055361592447

BAKING WITH PADDINGTON
PB0019

Paddington Bear Apron Adult - L94 x W74cm

6

£5.98

£14.95

5055361517464

PB0020

Paddington Bear Apron Kids - L65 x W55cm

6

£5.18

£12.95

5055361517471

PB0021

Paddington Bear PVC Tabard - 3-5yrs

6

£3.98

£9.95

5055361517488

PB0013

Paddington Bear Kids Engraved Rolling Pin (FSC)

12

£3.98

£9.95

5055361592416

PB0014

Paddington Bear Baking Spatulas Set of 2 (Mixed 12pcs)

1

£38.16

£7.95

5055361592409

Paddington Bear Display Tin 12 x 10cm

1

£3.18

£7.95

-

Paddington Bear Cookie Cutter Gift Set 62pc Set

1

£6.78

£16.95

5055361592522

PBTIN001
PB0015

BREAKFAST WITH PADDINGTON
PB0016

Paddington Bear Breakfast Board 20cm dia (FSC)

12

£5.18

£12.95

5055922007564

PB0017

Paddington Bear Egg Cup Pails - Cream

6

£3.98

£9.95

5055922007496

PB0018

Paddington Bear Egg Cup Pails - Yellow

6

£3.98

£9.95

5055922007502
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Notes

Paddington Point of Sale
Please look after this bear...
Don’t forget to add a Paddington Bear POS
table talker when placing your order.
PBPOS001

www.paddington.com

Head Office & Sales
Eddingtons Ltd, The Reid Building
New Hayward Farm, Hungerford,
Berkshire, RG170PZ
e: sales@eddingtons.co.uk
w: www.eddingtons.co.uk

T: +44 (0) 1488 686572
F: +44 (0) 1488 686941

e: sales@stowgreen.co.uk
w: www.stowgreen.co.uk

